Nissan sentra 2008 blue

Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Automatic, 2. Full leather
seats. Winter tires and all season tires. Bluetooth and an amazing sound system. New battery
with other maintenance done recently. Good working condition. Welcome to Ride in Pride Auto
Sales where we offer affordable used vehicles for the best price in the Province! Good looking
Nissan Sentra with We are grateful to be voted again by our customers and feel so grateful to
have helped so many find their next vehicle and drive away w Fun and fast. Has bucket seats
paddle shifters power sunroof amazing sound system brand new tires and rims paid for less
than a year ago. Rain guards. Waiting for icbc to fix side mirror Crack in window other than that
amazing fun car that is great on gas. We specialize in Challenged credit. Whether you are in
proposal or in bankruptcy discharged or not , Had repossession or collection, Missed or late
payments, separated or Divorced, New to the country or have No credit, New cred On May 4th,
dealerships have been authorized to open for Business with strict rules and under the following
conditions: -By appointment only. To comply wi Paddle shifters, bucket seats, brand new rims,
tires, brakes,amazing sound system, power moon roof pl, pw, pm. Top of the line model. I'm
selling my Nissan sentra 2. Very well maintained vehicle, low Kilometres, interior fabric has no
rips or tears, non smoker, sold AS IS. Autoport Motors is a licensed OM Nous sommes
membres de l'Associati Please contact us for more details At Rideflex Auto Inc. Reach millions
of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Filter Results 26 26 Nissan Sentra for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned.
Live Chat 2. Virtual Appraisal 1. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 1. Buy Online 1. Delivery
0. SE-R 1. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment
range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than
Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Sedan Black 2. Blue
2. Brown 1. Grey 8. Not Specified 1. Red 2. Silver 5. Unspecified 2. White 3. Must be greater than
Min Kilometres. Front Wheel Drive Gasoline Unknown 1. Unknown 4. Automatic Manual 2.
Unknown 5. Unknown 2. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new
listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking
'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results Click here to try again. Priority
Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. All Listings. Mileage 93, km. Waiting for icbc
to fix side mirror Crack in window other than that amazing fun car that is great on gas Mileage ,
km. Contactless Services New. Buy Online. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your
next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Nissan Sentra inventory from local
Nissan dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications,
options, reviews, scores and recall history of Nissan Sentra with similar vehicles. View vehicle
information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly
payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being
offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone
numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage
recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the
latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! Some restrictions apply. Looking for a clean, well-cared for Nissan
Sentra? This is it. Gray Nissan Sentra 2. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below market
average! To drive this star Call or stop by Visit us on the web at Kenn Motors Visit us at Kenn
Motors has been located in Ottawa for over 45 years. Let us help Description 2. Visit Hatt Auto
Sales online at Come and see why we sold over cars in 30 years of business Air Conditioning
Interested in test driving? Call to schedule an appointment or stop in today! Here at Fuccillo
Lincoln Hyundai it is our top priority to ensure that your experience is truly exceptional.
Included Options Air Conditioning Anti-whiplash Just in. Local trade in. Stop by for a test drive
today. Active Seatbelts Our Nissan Sentra 2. Motivated by a 2. This Front For those desiring a
bit bolder playmate, the edgier Spec V maintains a level of Only , Miles! This Nissan Sentra
delivers a Gas I4 2. Xtronic continuously variable transmission CVT , Vehicle immobilization
system Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Autozin Nissan nissan sentra
blue book. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Stuart, FL.
Make offer. Pre-Owned Nissan Sentra 2. Used Nissan Sentra 2. Nashville, TN. Rainsville, AL. Las
Vegas, NV. Other Nissan Models. Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a

vehicle's level of equipment or special features. I love everything about this vehicle. It is super
cute inside and out. Plus it gets great gas mileage. I have never had any problems out of it even
though it is 10 years old. We bought the car to be towed behind our rd. Purchased used we did
expect good mileage but this little car far surpasses anything we thought. We average 35 mpg
when we do drive it and the car has been I love that it is compact, love that it saves on gas. Love
the interior it is leather, keyless, has a sunroof. It is a very smooth riding car. It's been very
dependable and reliable. As long as the maintenance is kept up on these little cars they will last
forever. To be a sedan, it's also more spacious in the I like that the car is compact. I like that It's
good on gas. I like the leather seats. I like that the car is reliable. It has a nice style that still
doesn't look dated. It also gets good gas mileage. My Nissan is the best car I have ever had
without a doubt. Problems are few and far between and then they are usually minor things. The
CVT transmission is one of the best things that car makers No this vehicle has a lot of prblems
it danger to ride in something always wrong with it my daughter has one a piece of junk. Peeling
paint, hubcaps peeling and they rattle. Covers of mirrors on my visions have broken off. I
brought the vehicle used. I do not particularly care for the vehicle. It has electrical issues. The
car cuts off often. It is always in need of oil. The body is spacious, power locks and windows It
has been a good vehicle but it is older and is starting to have problems. It leaks oil and needs to
be balanced. I do like that 85 has plenty of room. It does not drive well.. It does not have the
features I want.. I hate the color.. I hate the size.. Not enough back seat room. So many
problems. Transmission, catalytic converter, breaking down, air conditioning, check engine
light. Has electrical issues all the time. Replace battery and coil packs regularly. There is a
rattling noise under the car somewhere and haven't been able to locate it. May be the shocks,
but cannot tell Car is reliable, seats are small, no special features, regular cloth seats, as most
cars it's not that durable and is really great for just a commute back for to 1 place and back. Is
good on gas and This has been a great car, I have never really had any trouble. The check
engine light comes on from time to time because of the sensor. It gets great gas mileage and is
roomy enough for 5 passengers. I had a Nissan Pathfinder before this vehicle which was a great
vehicle as well. I don't really have any problems with my vehicle, none that cannot help anyway.
A lot of people do not pay attention to the tire rotations, but that is one of the most important
features, besides the oil change, because your tires will last a whole lot longer. So, if you stay
on top of all maintenance issues for the most part, the comfort of the vehicle will fall into place. I
love this car, it is really spacious and comfortable inside even though is a small car. It is really
smooth to drive, reliable, gas efficient, great trunk space, great engine low maintenance. Perfect
for parking in small spaces. Downside would be that is a small engine, therefore with too much
weight in it or going uphill you can hear the engine struggling a little. Synthetic oil 5 qt engine,
tends to blow piston rods even with a good amount of oil in it. Door lock buttons tend to stick
and break. Error code P oxygen intake tends to be problematic and throw a When interior space
and serenity really matter, the Sentra delivers in a big way. Those facing long, tortuous
commutes will also appreciate the practical charms of its Xtronic Continuously What's the
Nissan Sentra transmission fluid capacity? What's the Nissan Sentra speed sensor location?
What's the Nissan Sentra cruise control fuse location? Answers are provided by third parties.
We do not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up
to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near
Me. Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Sonoma Sunset
Pearl. Blue Onyx Metallic. Sandstone Metallic. Jade Metallic. Brilliant Silver Metallic. Magnetic
Gray Metallic. Polished Granite Metallic. Super Black. Fresh Powder. Nissan Sentra Models
Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special
features. View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. It is a very good starter car. Read More.
Super little car with great mileage. It is great value, I save a lot on gas. My black beauty Nissan
Sentra. The most important i can say that It's The most important thing you should know is
Nissan makes reliable cars. This car is super dependable for traveling Top Negative Owner
Reviews. Mysafety andmy daughters the brakes are bad It sucks. The tire pressure light has
been Pre-owned Nissan sentra. It's is 4 door and spacious. Looks more luxurious than it really
is. It's a piece of chiz. Don't buy it. It is Do not buy it, it is a piece of junk. The car gets you back
and forth. Lisa H wrote on October 21, Glenn V wrote on September 26, Leticia A wrote on
September 23, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Problems. Simple, has a roomy front
passenger and rear Average looking car but gets the job done! Owner Reviews For Fuel
Economy. Interior Features. Exterior Features. Driving Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable
Equipment. Combined MPG: Owner's Choice. Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked
Questions. Answer: The Nissan Sentra transmission fluid capacity iS7 quarts. To change the
transmission fluid You will want to first make sure the car is level on the
97 pontiac bonneville

2004 saturn ion service manual

racing beat exhaust miata

ground and then pop the hood open. Now locate the Answer: The vehicle speed sensor in the
Nissan Sentra is located on the transmission's output shaft, rear of the longitudinal mount. It's
easiest accessed from beneath the vehicle. You will need a jack or car Answer: If equipped with
cruise control, the Nissan Sentra uses a fuse in the passenger's compartment fuse box.
However, it's exceedingly unlikely that this is going to be Your problem, since the Sentra uses a
If You need to reset the tpms on the car after buying new tires then it will not be that Answer:
The Nissan Sentra oil capacity iS4. The recommended oil is synthetic SAE 5w Synthetic oil
keeps engines cleaner. When oil travels through the engine, it picks up debris and deposits
from See all Frequently Asked Questions. Side Not Rated. Moderate Overlap Front. Roof
Strength. See all Safety Features. Top Rated Small Cars. Best Rated Sedans. Best Cars for Gas
Mileage. Best Electric and Hybrid Cars. Browse By Category. Small Cars.

